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The young soldier does have a family to support but still he loves his 

motherland more than his family and is not bothered to sacrifice his life for 

the sake of his motherland. The young soldier has his whole life lying ahead 

of him but still, all he cares is about security, safety and freedom of his 

country. If all the citizens of any nation become as selfless as the soldier 

portrayed in the poem, any nation will progress by leaps and bounds. When 

the poet says “ to turn as swimmers into cleanliness leaping” he means that 

when the soldiers fight for their country, they actually purify their own selves

in the process, as a result of which peace and harmony prevails in their lives 

both inside and outside. The poet also feels guilty about the citizens who are 

selfish to such an extent that they are not bothered about their motherland. 

All they care about is the fulfillment of their selfish interests. 

When the poet says “ And half-men and their dirty songs and dreary” he is 

very sad and feels pity for the citizens who instead of supporting their 

motherland are only interested in living their unimportant and dreary lives 

and singing dirty sons all day along. The poet terms these men as half- men 

who are only interested in girls and sex and says that despite the soldiers 

have committed a few sins, still they are pure as compared to these half- 

men. Rupert I by means of his poem is stressing on the fact that all the 

citizens of any country should be ready to sacrifice their lives for their 

motherland when the situation demands so. 
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